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Introduction 

 

Welcome to Home Brew Audio's Harmony Recording Awesomeness, Singing Harmony With 

Yourself. In this course, you'll learn how to record yourself singing harmony with yourself. Of 

course, this works for singing and recording harmony with other people too, but here's how you can 

do it if you don't have anyone else around to sing harmony with. The process goes something like 

this: Record your voice singing something, listen to that and sing along with it while recording a 

second time, then listen to those two recordings of yourself and record a third version, then add a 

fourth version of yourself, add a fifth, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera. Here are a few quick examples 

of what's possible. 

 

[music] 

 

There are a couple of different ways to do this. The primary way, and the way I totally recommend 

doing it, is to sing all the parts yourself, and of course if you're going to record with other people, 

you can have other people sing with you on this method. There is an alternate method nowadays 

though which involves having a program, either software or hardware, generate harmonies from 

your voice as you sing. This is not easy to do and it's very difficult to make it sound natural, like 

there are real voices actually singing with you. More often, it sounds like what it is, a computer-

generated voice singing harmony along with you. Most of the course will be devoted to showing 

you how to do it using the primary method, but I will demonstrate how to do it using the alternate 

method as well. The basics of singing harmony with yourself using that primary method have 

already been covered in previous courses, but it was in courses that taught other things as well, and 

since this course is all about just singing harmony with yourself, we're going to bring some of those 

videos out of those courses and into this one. 

 

The first one is how to do this using Audacity audio software. Audacity is a free program, which 

you can download from the web. In order to record yourself singing harmony with yourself, you'll 

need to know how to do some basic recording first. So we're gonna start with the basics using 

Audacity, that free recording software I just talked about. Lessons one through three will start you 

from scratch; downloading and installing Audacity, hooking up a mic, making a recording, doing 

some basic editing and mixing, and then saving and exporting your creation. 

 

If you've already done that, if you've got experience doing that with Audacity, you can probably 

skip lessons one through three. Then lesson four and five, we'll get into the heart of things, showing 

you basic multi-track recording and then singing harmonies to your own voice. Then we move into 

showing you how to do the basics and then much more, using a more advanced but still crazy 

affordable software program called REAPER starting with lesson six, which shows you how to 

download, install, and set up REAPER. We stick with that program for the rest of the course 

because it's all you will ever need for all your harmony needs, or any audio recording needs for that 

matter. This is truly pro-level software and it's what I use everyday in my studio. So let's get started 

recording and producing some awesome vocal harmonies.  


